Boost your company’s performance and efficiency with AT&T Dedicated Internet

Dedicated versus shared internet:

Is private performance right for your business?

4.6B active users worldwide, the internet is a crowded place.*

Dedicated internet gives businesses a private connection with predictable service and exceptional performance.

Boost your company’s performance and efficiency by securing a private connection with AT&T Dedicated Internet.


Dedicated internet offers:

High reliability: to connect employees, partners, and customers.

Highly secure: to protect your business against DDoS attacks, spamming, and sophisticated intrusion techniques.

Dedicated service: Private data transmission for your business’s use only.

High versatility: for mission-critical applications such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), and High Definition video conferencing.

Speed: Symmetrical access with upload and download speeds ranging up to 1 Tbps.

With dedicated internet’s performance and reliability, you can avoid service outages and enhance your customers’ experiences.

Support critical cloud applications

Increase the security of sensitive financial transactions

Facilitate virtual teaching for education or healthcare

AT&T Dedicated Internet comes with exceptional support and industry-leading service level agreements:

100% service availability

99.99% data availability

37 ms in 95% of service areas

1 ms in fewer than 2% of service areas

24/7/365 monitoring

Single-point-of-contact support

Learn more about AT&T Dedicated Internet or contact your AT&T Business representative today.
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